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1. Reign over Us —
Judges 9:1–15, NRSV
This fall, the world’s richest man, Elon Musk, bought the social media platform Twitter for 
billions of dollars. The company came to prominence in 2012 during the Arab Spring, sharing 
information when traditional media was often restricted.  

Years before, Twitter began verifying accounts after someone sued Twitter over a fake 
account purporting to be him. One of Musk’s first actions was to charge for verified accounts. 
In response, people bought fake accounts with great impact. A fake pharmaceutical company 
tweeted a fake announcement, and the stock of the real company dropped by billions. 

This week’s study invites us to reflect on our true identities. 

When I first heard Bible stories about idol worship, I was certain those who practiced this 
were primitive, and that we modern Christians know better than to bow down to idols.  

But in her new book Rest Is Resistance, theologian Tricia Hersey writes, “Social media has 
stolen our ability to exist without it. A perfect plan to keep us distracted and addicted.”1 While 
social media is a place of connection for many, Hersey reminds us that this connection is not 
the aim of those developing such platforms: “The goal is to keep you scrolling long enough 
that you become a consumer.”2 

Technology isn’t bad, but the question is what we give our loyalty to. Who tells us who (and 
whose) we are? Do we measure our worth in likes and followers or in knowing whom we 
were made to be? What are we allowing to form us and dictate how we use our talents? 
What sweetness is lost when we forget we are God’s image-bearers and instead become 
consumers, eager to gain power? 

As we enter Advent, we see again God’s upside-down kingdom. Anabaptist sociologist 
Donald Kraybill writes, “The kingdom of God announced by Jesus was a new order of things 
that looked upside-down in the midst of Palestinian culture in the first century. Moreover, the 
kingdom of God continues to have upside-down features.”3 

Ø What verifies our identity in an upside-down world?
Ø What practices might we fast from to resist consumer identity?
Ø What could we take on to use our talents to bless others?
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Resources for this session 
 
Salt & Light Videos are great for leader preparation or introducing each weekly session. 
James Mast, a teacher at Methacton Mennonite Church, is the presenter for unit 1. The 
videos are closed-captioned, free, and available on MennoMedia’s YouTube channel. 
 
 
 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLhXhOFvkCzow8mEvr2uIcRJ-wynDs9xtU

